In this paper we give a philosophical analysis of the spatial paradox of incarnation in theology of the famous XXth century Scottish theologian Thomas Torrance. The paradox is interpreted in the context of modern cosmology, in particular in relation to a basic cosmological principle of uniformity of space in the universe. As a step beyond Torrance's theology the paper analyses the paradox of the incarnation for the elucidation of the sense of the human condition and, in particular, the concept of person as the center of disclosure and manifestation of the universe.
Introduction
In 1969 Thomas Torrance published his famous book "Space, Time and Incarnation" (Torrance, 1969) where he drew attention of theologians, philosophers and scientists to the fact that if Christian theology is to have a real impact on the state of knowledge and mind of humanity, there must be addressed a serious problem of how to reconcile the Christian teaching of the presence of God in the world with those views on the structure of the universe which follow from modern science. One must admit that the impact of this book on modern studies in science and theology is minimal. Apart from some generic references to this book and complete ignoring of two associated papers (Torrance 1974 , one cannot find any serious development of the problems formulated there, and it is the most sad thing that Torrance's frame of thought hardly to be understood and accepted by moderns participants The flesh that is assumed in Jesus is not only that particularisation of the universe substance in the enhypostasized body of Christ, but also the entire realm of humanity in its connection with all ecological sphere on this planet, its soil and ultimately cosmic matter including its attributes which characterise this matter as existent. Jesus
Christ was "not of this world" (John 17:17) , that is the world in the sate of human sin, but he conjoined fully with the material world in which he was "at home" (John 1:11).
Contemporary cosmology teaches us that whatever forms of visible matter in the universe, including human bodies, originate in stardust.
There remain two realms of cosmic stuff which seem to be not directly consubstantial to this stardust and hence humanity, the famous dark matter and dark energy. Both visible an invisible universe contributes, according to General
Relativity to the global structure of space and time and to that which cosmology describes in terms of evolution from the non-originary origin, the Big Bang. Thus, in spite of a heterogeneous nature of the material content of the universe, this universe is ultimately united in itself through its contingency upon the otherworldly principle of existence, namely the life and love of Triune God. From this one could infer that the whole humanity of the humans implies their ultimate dependence on the structural and substantial features of that same universe, which was created by the Logos and through the Logos. What was also understood by theologians, is that humanity was brought into existence together with the Divine promise for salvation and eternal life with
God. And the mechanism of the Incarnation was foreseen by God as that force which was to fulfil his promise. The promise was not only of bringing humanity to the restoration of the lost unity with
God, but also of transfiguring the whole creation by relieving it from the consequences of the Fall.
In this sense the coming of Christ through the Incarnation would be the healing of all creation in all its scales and levels. This is the reason why, in accordance of the famous Gregory the Theologian's Christological assertion that "For that which he has not assumed he has not healed, but that which is united to his Godhead is also saved" 4 , one can conjecture that by descending from the Father, the Son-Logos assumed all features and structures of the created universe.
It was Thomas Torrance, who more than forty years ago anticipated Christology along the lines similar to a "deep incarnation" idea, when he related the whole spatial structure of the universe . Thus there is no space-time extension "between" the world and God, but space-time of the created world becomes the condition of knowing God.
Expressed philosophically there must be a change in attitude to creation of the world by God: if, in the natural attitude 10 this creation is positioned as something external with respect to consciousness which attempts to constitute it, the sought change in the attitude will amount to a procedure of "disconnection" or "bracketing" which transposes the naively experienced world as creation into the intentional field of the created world-for-me. But the world-for-me cannot be the goal of a theological enquiry if behind the disconnection from and bracketing of the world, this world will not appear as the world-for-God.
In this sense to bracket the world theologically is neither to deny its reality nor to change its reality in any way. Rather it is to effect a change in one's way of regarding the world, a change that turns one's glance from the sheer given object to the object as one takes it remembering that the very taking of it is possible only through the Godgiven ability to discern the world. There are two important words in this quotation: "preserving" and "foreseeing". These words characterise Divine activity within creation.
To preserve means to preserve created things, that is to "conserve" them in their identity from decay to which all creation is subjected; then to take care of these things through sustaining their integrity supporting them to be able to receive
God and to respond to his invitation to be in communion with him. "Preserving" could mean the conservation, sustenance of the species, or a particular kind of created objects. This implies that there are no arbitrary transformations among objects; they follow a certain logic of self-identity which ultimately makes every created object the world is hypostatically in the Person of God.
If this "is" for God is the bringing the world inside the sphere of Divine interiority, in order to make the world of its own and to bring it in communion with Himself, for the created humanity this "is"
is the all-encompassing wholeness of the world as its spatial, geometrical whole, which, in spite of its extended properties seen from within the world, is perceived as the manifestation of the Divine relationship to the whole world as devoid of any extension and distance. One can say that the universe as a whole is theologically homogeneous, that is "theogeneous", because God is present at every point of the universe through the fact that all parts of the universe are equally enhypostasised by him, so that there is no extension and distance between God and the universe. In this sense if sometimes the universe is presented graphically as a geometrically extended shape embedded in a sort of pre-existent continuum, for the Logos of God this universe is an instant or an event, in which all distances and ages are encapsulated in the archetypically present "all in all". This implies further that space (and time) reveal themselves as those particular modalities of the world which explicate this "all in all" in the conditions after the Fall, that is as extended and distant in itself.
Since the created world is corporeal the extended space perceived by human beings can be treated as that corporeal form of the enhypostasisation and hence of communion with the Divine which itself is "preserved" by God (and which is the source of further "preserving" through a purposeful articulation of the universe by human beings).
Incarnation and its space paradox
Now it is worth to take a more close look at the space paradox which arises from theology of the Incarnation and which was articulated by T. Torrance. On the one hand, Jesus Christ, being in his nature fully a man, lived in the world and was located in a body in a particular place and time of the Earth's history. On the other hand, being fully God, he did not leave his 'place' on the right hand side of the Father, and thus, being
God, was present not only in Palestine two thousand years ago, but was always present in all locations and ages of the universe created by him.
We have here a non-trivial temporal and spatial relationship between the finite "track" of Jesus If, for simplicity, we adopt a model of evolution of the universe from the Big Bang, it can receive a pictorial representation through the following diagram ( Fig. 1 ).
This diagram attempts to express the unity of space and time as being generated from their non-originary origination "event" depicted by a circle of the Big Bang at the centre of the diagram. 
Paradox of Human Subjectivity
We will now explicate the paradox associated with the ambivalence of the human position in the universe.
If one tries to demonstrate the whole grandeur of the world for example in terms of a typical size, putting in a diagram microobjects (atoms, molecules, DNAs etc.) together with mega-objects like planets, stars, galaxies, clusters of galaxies and even the whole universe, then human beings find themselves in somewhat strange situation because the inhabited planet
Earth, which has a radius of 10 9 cm, occupies only a tiny portion of space equal to 10 -57 of the volume of the visible universe; also the spatial scale of human body (post natal adult state) 10 2 cm is negligible with the size of the visible universe.
In a similar way, the universe had a beginning given consciousness but this very consciousness never becomes their subject matter (Gurwitsch 1974, p. 133) . It is because science cannot accommodate the dimension of personhood, it has to abandon the reference to embodiment at all and to treat consciousness as a medium of access which is hypostatically uniform and thus nonobservable. It is because of such an oblivion that the human presence becomes irrelevant to the universe whereas sciences themselves become obscure (Gurwitsch 1966, pp. 399-400) . As it was put by Merleau-Ponty: "Scientific points of view, according to which my existence is a moment of the world's are always both naïve and at the same time dishonest, because they take for granted, without explicitly mentioning, it, the other point of view, namely that of consciousness, through which from the outset of a world forms itself round me and begins to exist for me" (MerleauPonty 1962, p. ix).
The ambivalence in assessing of humanity's position and role in the universe can be expressed in terms of a famous philosophical paradox asserting that while being in the universe, humanity is not of the universe that is, in a certain sense, it transcends the universe by "holding" it through humanity's grasp. Any cosmological discourse has to reconcile the locality and contingency of cosmic position of humanity with its abilities to transcend this locality and encompass in theory the universe as a whole. Consciousness manifests its "irreducible ambiguity" (Kersten 1972 , p. 527) which follows from the fact that this consciousness is in the world, as well as of the world insofar as it is consciousness of the world (Gurwitsch 2010, p. 160) . There is a split of intentionalities which are at work in human subjectivity: one is directed to the universe and treats it in the phenomenality of objects, that is as a thing among other things; and another one treats the primary and unavoidable link with the universe (events of communion) as a basis for all other explanations of the universe, as that center of manifestation and disclosure through which the universe becomes palpable and intelligible.
Any naturalistic attempt to suppress or subvert the essential ambiguity of consciousness distorts the sense of the created universe.
The abovementioned paradox was coined by E. Husserl as "the paradox of human subjectivity being a subject for the world and at the same time being an object in the world" (Husserl 1970, p. 179 ). However, it was known since ancient This, so called, attuned space becomes an initial instant and a medium of disclosure of that "objective" space through relation to which this subject is constituted as corporeal existence in space. However this relationship is manifest of a paradox similar to that of the container and of the contained put in an interrogative form: how can one grasp the relationship of a particular being (subject) as if it "in" space when this being is essentially constituted by being 'over against', and hence beyond space? (Ströker 1965, p. 15 ).
In the context of the Incarnation, its spatial ingredient must be interpreted from the side of the Son of God's active and controlling occupation of bodily existence and place. This is related not only to the place of physical embodiment, but also to the "place" of the whole universe. In cosmology, by articulating the entirety of the universe human beings remain corporeal, so that their corporeity as relationship to all things contains in its facticity the very premise of being physically incommensurable and at the same time hypostatically commensurable to the totality of the universe which humanity attempts to reveal.
The attitude to this totality is two-fold: on the one hand humanity attunes to it through belonging to it; on the other hand, humanity positions itself as if it were beyond the universe, as if it "looked" at this universe as an object and depict the latter as Philosophically, this can be expressed a that it is inside thought that the breakdown of the unity between subject and object takes place. It is in the conditions of this breakdown that the representation of space acquires more and more geometrical, measurable character associated with the boundaries of things (as objects), that fill in the universe.
It is exactly this way that cosmology thinks of space, where the measure of this space is determined by its capacity to contain astronomical objects, that is by "density" of these objects as the measure of their standing apart from each other.
This measure is determined by the number of light years required to "join" these extended objects in one united cosmic whole. Despite such a vision of the universe in the phenomenality of objects, the experience of placelessness of the universe, that is the experience of the universe through an ecstatic inarticulate personal reference remains irreducible and unavoidable. This "standing in front of" the universe as the personal "opposite" See a general discussion in (Williams 1993) .
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See discussion of a possible strategy of a neo-Patristic synthesis in the dialogue between theology and science in (Nesteruk 2008, pp. 1-59) .
3
The term "deep incarnation" was coined by a Danish theologian Niels Gregersen in his paper (Gregersen 2001) . See also (Gregersen 2010). 4 Gregory the Theologian, Letter 101.32 [ET: (Hardy 1954, p. 218) ].
5
The idea that the perception of extended space and time of the physical universe corresponds to the postlapserian state not only of humanity, but the universe itself, corresponds to the theologically understood loss of such a communion with God in which the whole universe was given to humanity as "all in all". In some studies was suggested that the very expansion of the universe originating in the Big Bang, which is obviously associated with extensions of space, can be considered as the human perception of the event of the Fall projected onto cosmic scales. See, for example (Rodzyanko 2003) and (Sokolov 2008) . (Athanasius 1988, p. 39, 42) ]. Because of this, the Word of God descended to men in order to "renew the same teaching." However one must admit in the vein of our argument that in order to send the Word for the renewal of God's teaching there must have be the conditions for the very possibility of this related to the fact of existence of men and hence the possibility of the Incarnation. Fr. S. Bulgakov in his (Bulgakov 2002, pp. 221-22) advocated that the adequate description of the relation between the world and God cannot be established on the grounds of mechanical causality, that is that God is the cause of the world. This relation is that of the creator and the created. The creative act of God of creation of the world is rather an ecstatic transcendence of God through creation of the world. Creation manifests itself through relationship between God and humanity. This relationship does not subordinate to the constituting constraints of it manifesting historicity. This relationship, as well as the relationship between God and the world is subordinated only to the promise of God for salvation and eternal life, that is of renewed creation.
9
The Incarnation sets these conditions by proclaiming that the incarnate Son of God is the "place" where the Father is to be known and to be believed, for he is the "place" where God to be found. But "place" here must be interpreted in accordance with nature of God and his activity in revelation and redemption through the Incarnation.
10
The term "natural attitude" introduced in phenomenology by Husserl can be elucidated by a long quote from M. Natanson: "Within the natural attitude I act in a world which is real, a world that existed before I was born and which I think will continue to exist after I die. This world is inhabited not only by me, but also by my fellow men, who are human beings with whom I can and do communicate meaningfully. This world has familiar features which have been systematically 1described through the genetic-causal categories of science. The world of daily life is lived within this natural attitude, and as long as things go along smoothly and reasonably well, there arises no need to call this attitude into question." The reasonability and wellness is related to the situation when the question about the contingent facticity of that which is going on around, including the facticity of the "I" does not arise. Then Natanson continues: "But even if I do occasionally ask whether something is "really real", whether the world is "really" as it appears to be, these questions are still posed in such a way that they are my questions about the natural world in which I live. I do not really scrutinize my natural attitude in any rigorous manner: I merely mark off a bit of it for more careful study" (Natanson 1959, p. 232) . Since, as we argue in this paper, the natural attitude is not suitable for the description of the relationship between God and the world, as well, as between the whole creation and humanity, the elucidation of these questions can be done only on the grounds of questioning the very facticity of the natural attitude.
11
See e.g. (Florovsky 1987, pp. 191-203) . One should point out that the novelty of the Christian Patristic use of the term "enhypostasisation" originates in the distinction between substance (nature) and hypostasis, which is different to certain extent from what may seem to be similar to the Aristotelean distinction between primary and secondary substances. Leontius of Byzantium articulated this distinction: "Nature, then, that is, essence, could never exist without hypostasis. Yet nature is not hypostasis, because the terms are not convertible; hypostasis is nature, but nature is not hypostasis. For nature admits the principle of existence; hypostasis, that of existence by itself. Nature holds the principle of form; hypostasis points out an individual thing. Nature shows the distinctive mark of a universal; hypostasis divides the particular from the common" (Contra Nestorianos et Eutychianos [PG 86, 1277 D] (quoted in (Relton 1917, p. 78)) ). See more on the interplay between the Aristotelean philosophy and Leontius' Christology (Daley 1978) , in particular pp. 27-39.
12
Rephrasing Athanasius, human beings who are not capable of self-existence are enclosed in place as contingent things and subsist in the Logos of God. But God is self-existent, enclosing and circumscribing all things (enhypostasizing them), and being enclosed and circumscribed by none. He is "in" all things according to his goodness an power since these things all inhere in him, but he is "without" all things according to his proper nature (Cf. One sees here a sharp contrast with Newton's view of absolute space as a Divine receptacle.
14
The point that we live in a very special cosmological era when the large sacele universe is accessible to observation and its evolutionary features can be detected, so that one can make the prediction of the Big Bang, is well articulated in literature on cosmology. See, for example, (Krauss 2012, pp. 121-139) .
15
Avoiding a long discussion on whether the Incarnation was caused by the Fall, or the opposite, that the hypostatic union of God and man was the eternal fulfillment of the will of God (see (Nellas 1997, pp. 34-42, 94-96) ), or a more recent discussion in (Bugur 2008) our position is that since the universe and human beings themselves were enhypostasized by the Logos, so that humanity was capable of making room for its Archetype, that is the incarnate Logos, the creation of the universe out of nothing must have been effected in view of the mystery of Christ and his kind to be an instrument of the Incarnation and perfecting the Divine image (see Maximus the Confessor, Ad Thalassium 60 [PG 90, 621A] ).
16
Christianity rearticulated the Biblical idea of the fullness of humanity by referring it to Christ, the Incarnate Logos of God. Irenaeus of Lyons developed the idea that it is in the Incarnation that the fullness of humanity was recapitulated by Christ (Against the Heresies, V:16,2). In the Incarnation in flesh, God recapitulated in Himself that ancient handiwork of His which is man (III: 18,7); He recapitulated in Himself the long history of mankind (III: 13,1). Irenaeus asserts that by taking human flesh, made of the substance of this world, and uniting it to the Divine in Christ, God confirmed that the substance, which He used initially to create man is linked to God's first plan to save man, and the Incarnation fulfils this plan. This implies that for the Incarnation and recapitulation of all human nature in Christ to take place, the substance of the world was chosen by God in His plan of creation of the world and salvation of man, making thus this particular substance as existing in the hypostasis of God, who created it.
17
Prestige in order to illustrate how the apprehending knowledge becomes hypostatic existence refers to Clement of Alexandria (Stromata, 4:22, 136:4) , in order to articulate the point that speaking of knowledge, "apprehension extends by means of study into permanent apprehension; and permanent apprehension, by becoming, through continuous fusion, the substance of the knower and perpetual contemplation, remains a living hypostasis. This appears to mean that knowledge becomes so bound up with the being of the knowing subject, as to constitute a permanent entity" (Prestige 1955, p.176 When one speaks about the intelligible world, one can speak about "preservation" of ideas and intelligible entities in general, that is regardless time -it is a kind of "logical conservation", sustenance etc. However being projected onto human life, this conservation of ideas is understood as their constant presence in time in the mind of human being. Time is still present as that background which makes it possible to discriminate temporality as a flux and a-temporality as frozen time. This means that our articulation of eternal ideas assumes the intrinsic temporality of our consciousness. Preservation in this case means the stability of our consciousness, i.e. the conditions such as memory, or even the structure of the internal time-consciousness, which makes it possible to discern patterns and structures in the background of the variety of sense-data. Stability of consciousness includes not only memory but also ability to attempt to plan the future as if it has already been in existence. One means here the memory of the future, as the realisation of that teleological ingredient which is present in human consciousness as activity. Thus "preservation" means in this sense some particular pattern of the human subjectivity which makes it possible to contemplate God across the multihypostatic consubstantiality. "Preservation" means the faithfulness of God to humanity and constant presence in it and this is exactly the sustenance of space and time as the conditions of this prolonged presence.
20
See on the link between multi-hypostatic consubstantiality and catholicity (sobornost) a paper (Zenkovsky, 1988) .
21
Here is a symbolic analogy with the unity of the Church space (where the Church is understood not only as a temple, but as a whole created universe) in Maximus the Confessor's Mystagogy 2, where he says that a certain 'blessed old man' used to speak "[…] of God's holy Church as a figure and image of the entire world composed of visible and invisible essences because like it, it contains both unity and diversity. For while it is one house in its construction it admits of a certain diversity in the disposition of its plan by being divided into […] a sanctuary and […] a nave. Still, it is one in its basic reality without being divided into its parts by reason of the differences between them, but rather by their relationship to the unity it frees these parts from the difference arising from their names. [...] In this way the entire world of beings produced by God in creation is divided into a spiritual world filled with intelligible and incorporeal essences and into this sensible and bodily world which is ingeniously woven together of many forms and natures. This is like another sort of Church not of human construction which is wisely revealed in this church which is humanly made, and it has for its sanctuary the higher world assigned to the powers above, and for its nave the lower world which is reserved to those who share the life of sense." [ET: (Berthold 1985, p. 188) ].
22
The intuition of fullness of humanity through ages of time, that is of all generations of humans who ever lived is formulated in the idea of fulfilment of pleroma of humanity, that is of the fullness of the "body" of humanity in Christ. Gregory of Nyssa argues that when the Holy Scripture says "God created man according to His image and likeness", it does mean "…the entire plentitude of humanity was included by God of all, by His power of foreknowledge, as it were in one body… The whole race was spoken of as one man… Our whole nature, then, extending from the first to the last, is, so to say, (Ladner 1958, p. 82) ]. The fact that for its fulfilment pleroma of humanity in its fallen state needs time and generations of procreation, indicates that on the one hand, all human beings (including those who lived before the Incarnation) are created in the image of God; on the other hand if one thinks about the fulfilment of pleroma of humanity as some event in the future, one thinks of the ecclesial catholicity as an eschatological objective of the whole movement of creation towards its transfigured state in God.
23
Whatever mode of understanding related to analogies of experience cosmology uses, it places its subject matter in rubrics of time which, according to Kant, guarantees the unity of experience (Kant 1933, A 177/B 219-220) .
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This point was developed in my papers (Nesteruk 2012 (Nesteruk [1], 2012 ).
25
See in this respect (Barrow, Tipler 1988, pp. 258-76) . 26 Origen, Contra Celsum, IV [ET: (Bettenson 1969, p. 213) emphasis added].
27
Here it is appropriate to establish a linguistic parallel with G. Marcel's meditations on the sense of the term "receptivity". When we said above that God prepared place for himself this must not be understood as "filling up some empty space with an alien presence, but of having the other person(s) [that is humanity] participate in a certain reality, in a certain plenitude". In this sense to receive humanity means to "to admit someone from the outside to one's own home". To make space for God means to invite persons to participate in the Divine reality (Marcel 2002, pp. 90-91) . 28 Origen, Contra Celsum, I.277 [ET: (Chadwick 1953, p. 187 Anthropic inference deals with the so called fine tuning establishing a balance between the physical constants responsible for the large-scale structure of the universe and conditions of biological existence. The literature on it is vast, so that we refer only to the cited above classical monograph by (Barrow 1988) , (Barrow et al. 2008 ).
31
The sufficient conditions become actual in the present state of technology when humanity effectively can control the factors of life's existence on the planet Earth from the side of so to speak "negative conditions': indeed, humanity is in capacity to exterminate life on Earth so that the future continuation of life depends not only on the natural conditions and possible disasters which can terminate this life, but also on a conscious desire to have this life. This desire belongs to the sphere of the human morality and humanity's vision of its own destiny and that is why is not entirely controlled by the physical factors. (See some discussion in (Nesteruk 2003, pp. 195-208) ).
32
The idea of microcosm was strongly criticised in Christian literature because it did not take into account human intellectual abilities to disclose the sense of the universe. According to Gregory of Nyssa, for example, "there is nothing remarkable in Man's being the image and likeness of the universe, for earth passes away and the heavens change...in thinking we exalt human nature by this grandiose name (microcosm, synthesis of the universe) we forget that we are thus favouring it with the qualities of gnats and mice" (quoted in (Clément 2000, p. 34) .
33
The detailed discussion of the paradox of human subjectivity in a theological context can be found in (Nesteruk 2008, pp. 175-84 God prepared place for himself as inviting and admitting other human persons to participate in the Divine reality. C.f. footnote 15.
37
The concept of the "life-world", introduced by Husserl in his last book (Husserl 1970) and has many overtones extensively discussed in phenomenological literature. See, for example (Steinbock 1995) .
38
This point was clearly articulated by V. Lossky: all forms of thought of the other worlds remain no more than mental images, eidetic variations on the level of intelligible forms. These other worlds exhibit the creaturely reality of the spiritual order. The invocation of other worlds does not lead us to the Divine and Christian theology warned against this: "the mysteries of the divine economy are thus unfurled on earth, and that is why the Bible wants to bind us to the earth [that is our universe, AN]. ... it forbids us to lose ourselves in cosmic immensities (which our fallen nature cannot grasp anyway, except in their aspect of disintegration), ... it wants to win us from usurpation of fallen angels and bind us to God alone... In our fallness we cannot even place our world amidst these spiritual immensities" (Lossky 1997, p. 64) . When theology asserts creation of the world, it implies not only creation of this visible universe, but also creation of other invisible worlds which can have "physical" incarnation, but can also have none. What is important in Lossky's quotation is that the very necessity and value of appealing to these intelligible worlds is doubtful simply because we have nothing to do with them and cannot understand their meaning and purpose in the conditions where the meaning of our own physical world remains obscure.
39
For human beings to achieve the sense of commensurability with the universe one must be in space as a delimiter of their embodiment. Interestingly that this conclusion is similar to a Christian theological stance on space in the context of knowledge of God. It is because the incarnation of the Logos of God took place in rubrics of space and time, that no knowledge of God is possible outside the ways of Christ in space and time. (This was a point of Torrance in his book (Torance 1997)).
40
This thought dates back to Origen who asserted that bodily nature is needed to support the lives and uphold the movements of rational minds; bodies are needed for diversity and individuation in this world (See, for example, De principiis, Book II, 9:6 [ET: On First Principles, (Butterworth 1973, p. 134-35)] ).
41
As an example of this one can point to the Anaphora in the Divine Liturgy, or to the prayer for the whole world of monks living in reclusion and "beyond" the world, and contemplating the whole being from the cell of their solitude.
42
This is typical for all sorts of mythologies which develop a theme of a gradual and spatial relation between gods and the world.
